We analytically sutdy the effect of external magnetic field in a Holographic superconductor by using Sturm-Liouville method. We estimate the coefficient of proportionality at critical temperature and find its denpendence on external magnetic field. By exploring phase diagrams of critical temperature and magnetic field for various condensates, we conclude that a Meissner-like effect is a general feature in Holographic superconductors. We also study the quantum phase transition at zero temperature and find that critical charge density increases linearly with the condensate dimension.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, the AdS/CFT correspondence [1] [2] [3] has been applied to study strongly coupled phenomena in condensed matter physics. Inspired by the idea of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the presence of horizon [4, 5] , the Holographic superconductors established in [6, 7] are remarkable examples where the Gauge/Gravity duality plays an important role. Holographic superconductors were also studied in various backgrounds such as GaussBonnet [8] [9] [10] [11] , Born-Infeld [12] , Horava-Lifshitz theory [13, 14] .
In the present paper we would like to study a holographic model of superconductor with external magnetic field. This problem previously has been studied numerically [15, 16] .
According to the result of [15] , there exists a critical value of magnetic field, below which a charged condensate can form via a second order phase transition. Recently some analytical approaches have been proposed to address the universal properties of second order phase transitions in holographic superconductors [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In particular, the authors of [18] used the variational method for the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem to analytically calculate some properties of the holographic superconductors in a (2 + 1)-dimensional boundary field theory. Here we want to study the effect of external magnetic filed on the holographic superconductor analytically by the variational method for the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem. To implement a magnetic filed at finite temperature, we consider a magnetically charged black hole in AdS 4 . Then, to incorporate an effectic theory of superconductor, we will probe the background with an electric field and a scalar hair. Earlier study showed that a holographic superconductor persists in its superconducting state at the temperature well below its critical value T c and magnetic field below its critical H c [15] . In this paper, we are able to reproduce those critical points using the analytical method mentioned above.
The paper is organized as follows: in the section II, we recall the setup of Holographic superconductor in the external magnetic field. We then develope the analytical method for nonzero magnetic field in the section III and study the ciritcal exponent near phase transition in the section IV. We summarize our results for various dimensions of condensation at finite temperature in phase diagrams in the section V. We also compute critical charge density at zero temperature in the section VI. At last we conclude our results in the section VII.
II. A HOLOGRAPHIC MODEL OF SUPERCONDUCTOR WITH EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section, we review the construction of a holographic superconductor in the external background [15] . The metric for charged black hole is given by
where
Here black mass and magnetic charge are M and H. The metric is asymptotically AdS 4 with curvature radius L, which will be set to unity without loss of generality. We then interpretate H as the external magnetic field in a holographic superconductor living on the boundary of the geoemtry. While one of the roots to the equation f (r) = 0 is identified as the horizon, r = r + , we can replace M and rewrite
Since the boundary field theory reaches thermal equilibrium with the gravity bulk for a static solution, we can identify the Hawking temeprature of charged black hole as the same temperature in the dual field theory, that is
To incorporate an effective theory of superconductor, we will porbe the background with an electric field and a scalar hair. The asymptotic behaviour of electric field gives chemical potential and charge density of condensation, while the vev of scalar hair will tell us whether we are in the normal or superconducting phase. The equations of motion were given [6] :
We remark that these equations have been solved numerically in the presence of magnetic field by the shooting method for the choice m 2 = −2 [15] .
III. ANALYTICAL COMPUTATION OF CRITICAL MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section, we would like to formulate the analytical method in order to study critical points. It is convenient to introduce a new cooridnate
such that the horizon locates at z = 1 and boundary at z = 0. In this new coordinate, the equations of motion of Ψ and Φ become
Here we have introduced a useful normalization of magnetic field,
To obtain analytical solutions at critical points, we use the ansatze
where ∆ is one of roots
To bring to the Sturm-Liouville form, we substitute (11) into (7) and multiply it with function P h , such that
with
Using the Sturm-Liouville method, we manage to minimize the eigenvalue λ h by variation of the following expression
with a trial function F h (z) = 1 − αz 2 subject to the boundary condition F ′ h (0) = 0 and normalization F h (0) = 1. The expression (14) might not have a closed form but can be expanded in h 2 order by order as follows:
where D 2k (α) are quadratic function of α for integer k. If we set h = 0, we recover the analytical result in the s-wave holographic superconndcutor [19] . One can also obtain more precise results by demanding expansion of two or more terms in the trial function, say
, then we have to extend
where we have skipped writing down complicated expressions for D k . Now we can view that turning on nonzero magnetic field h = 0 deforms the eigenvalues λ h away from λ 0 and therefore changes the critical temperature. In the future, without confusion, we will simply use λ to denote eigenvalues in both cases of zero and nonzero h. 
IV. CRITICAL EXPONENT NEAR CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
Since the condensate O is very small near the critical temperature, one could expand
Plug into equation (8) and integrate by part, one obtains
Expand equation (18) near z = 0 and collect O(z) term, we have the following relation ρ r
So we can deduce that
We obtain γ h ≃ 131 in the limit h = 0, to be compared with the numerical result 144 obtained in [6] . In the figure 1, we plot coefficient γ h against various h in the case of m 2 = −2, ∆ = 2 and find that it increases with h.
V. CRITICAL MAGNETIC FIELD AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
Earlier study showed that a holographic superconductor persists in its superconducting state at the temperature well below its critical value T c and magnetic field below its critical H c [15] . In this paper, we are able to reproduce the result using the analytic method introduced above. The figure 2 shows that a curve denoting pairs of (T c ,H c ) seperates the superconductnig state from normal state. The curve can now be analytically determined by (14) for various h. To be explicit, the critical values are obtained via
,
once the eigenvalues are found.
The two parameters (α, β) minimization mainly corrects the tail part of curve (large h) and agrees better with the earlier numerical results [15] . The decreasing of T c with increasing H implies a similar effect to Meissner effect in usual superconductors. This is also a general feature for various dimensions of condensate given choices of scalar mass.
VI. ZERO TEMPERATURE LIMIT AND CRITICAL CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
A special case occurs for h 2 = 3, where function f (z) has double roots and the charged black hole becomes extremal. The horizon of finite size indicates a degenerate ground state with finite entropy. Unlike its finite temperature counterpart, we can now have a phase transition triggered by quantum fluctuation as charge density varies across some critical value. The critical density ρ c is obtained from (14) while h 2 = 3. For example, the choice of m 2 = −2 allows condensate of two possible dimensions:
In this case, we have the expression
and the minimum λ We also plot critical charge density ρ c against various upper dimensions ∆ + in the figure   3 and a linear relation ρ c ∝ ∆ + is found for integer and half integer ∆. The coefficients of proportionality (the slope for consecutive data points in the figure 2) are 1.18938, 1.21353, 1.23341 for one, two, and three parameters minimization respectively. We remark that a similar analysis of critical magnetic field for various scalar mass and charge coupling has been discussed in [24] . 
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have used the Sturm-Liouville method to analytically compute the critical magnetic field for the Holographic superconductor in the superconducting phase.
At first, the critical exponent is shown to remain 1/2 regardless of external magnetic field, as expected from an effective field theory of second order phase transition. The coefficient of proportionality γ h is found to increase with external magnetic field. The phase diagram shown in the figure 2 implies an effect similar to the Meissner effect in usual superconductors.
In addition to reproduce the same phase diagram previously numerically obtained in [15] for the case m 2 = −2, we have found that the same feature persists in cases of other permissible m 2 and therefore condensate of various dimensions. The degenerated ground state of Holographic superconductors can be reached by tuning the magnetic field to a specific value, where the corresponding charged black hole achieves extremality. One expects a phase transition may occur at some critical charge density thanks to the quantum fluctuation.
Using the analytical method we have found this critical point for condensate of various dimensions. We also find that critical value increases linearly with the dimension and the coefficient of proportionality is also computed. The Sturm-Liouville method has proved useful in analytically study of Holographic superconductors at critical points. We expect its application to other critical phenomena which can be stuidied by the holographic method.
